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Coalescence of liquid drops by surface tension
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The merging of two mercury drops at very low kinetic energy is observed using fast, digital, and analog
imaging techniques. Sequences showing the time evolution of the overall-surface shape as well as an amplified
view of the contact region are shown. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons with computations of the
Navier-Stokes equation with a free surface are made. In the model, the surface is tracked by a marker-chain
method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the surface-shape evolution of two liquid dro
put in contact at such low relative velocity (Vr) that surface-
tension effects dominate over initial kinetic-energy pertur
tions. In those conditions, once the interface separating
fluid masses ruptures, the excess surface-energy induce
unstable situation driving the system towards its new eq
librium ~spherical! shape. Expected to be of a general nat
@1#, and relevant to a wide variety of fields, ranging fro
low-energy fusion of atomic nuclei@2# and molecular clus-
ters@3# to rain-drop formation in clouds@4#, so far this phe-
nomenon remained largely unexplored. Here we report
observations involving the coalescence of mercury drops
ing on a horizontal glass surface, specially treated@5# to
minimize wetting effects. Our comparison with numeric c
culations for free liquid drops shows a good overall agr
ment, allowing a deeper insight into the dynamics of t
interaction.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental difficulty involved in this type of stud
ies consists in producing liquid drops moving freely agai
each other at a negligible small relative velocity, assur
that the coalescence action occurs within the focal plane
high-resolution imaging device. In an earthly laboratory e
vironment, important problems arise when trying to keep
focus the magnified image of free falling drops. The use
dynamic levitators~magnetic, acoustic, gas jets, etc.! to
tackle this problem introduces undesirable initial surface
cillations, while the corresponding fields, being affected
close-focusing devices~such as microscope lenses! become
highly unstable. Thus, we chose the simpler approach of
serving the coalescence of mercury drops, having massm
in the 0.121.5-g range, by placing them on an optimiz
rougous, horizontal, glass surface. The roughening pro
dure, described in detail elsewhere@5#, results in a fivefold
gain in the mobility of the mercury drops. Due to the lar
effective contact angle obtained ('160°) small mercury
drops adopt near-spherical shapes. Hence, axial symm
produces close similarities between a vertical projection
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the coalescence between our slightly deformed drops
two-dimensional~2D! projections of the actual 3D~free
drops! case. With those limitations, our technique prese
the main advantage of allowing to fix the center of mass
the two-drop system in the laboratory frame of referen
while minimizing initial drop perturbations.

The action was recorded with both, a fast-digital cam
@6# capable of taking up to 830 frames per second~fps! and
an ultrafast analog camera@7# that can take from 53104 fps
to 106 fps. When using the fast-digital camera, the field
view comprised the whole two-drop system, as schematic
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the case of the ultrafast camera,
action was observed through a microscope using a310 mag-
nification lens as indicated in Fig. 2. It is worth noting th
the focal distance of those lenses is a decreasing functio
their magnifying power, but their transverse dimension
mains approximately constant, hence the use of larger m
nification factors is prevented by the height of the drops.

In the setup of Fig. 1, the initial contact between tw
mercury (r513 600 kg/m3) drops is induced by placing on
of them on the glass surface, while slowly (Vr<1 mm/s!
approaching the second one with the aid of a thin~0.1 mm!
plastic sheet sliding along~and parallel to! the glass. The
corresponding kinetic energyEk is three orders of magnitud
smaller than the excess surface energyDEs5(2222/3)Ss,
where s is the surface-tension coefficient~0.435 J/m2 for
mercury!, and S54pr 2, r being the drops’ radii. In this

FIG. 1. Fast digital camera setup used to obtain an overall vi
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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experimental arrangement, the action was illuminated fr
above, using a white screen with a small hole in the mid
to allow for the camera’s lens. These produced images lo
ing like hollow shiny discs, as shown in the sequence of F
3. A close resemblance between this figure and images
ported by Park and Crosby@8# of collisions between free
falling water drops~see their Fig. 7!, although taken at
higher kinetic energy (Ek'10DEs), supports our choice o
experimental arrangement.

In the setup shown in Fig. 2, aimed at studying ear
stages, the magnified images were restricted to one-ha
the contact region~arrow in Fig. 3!, as shown in the se
quence of Fig. 4. In this case the mercury drops were slo
~again, Vr<1 mm/s! approached against each other us
concave stainless steel electrodes, which, through a s
electric potential~10 mV!, also served to generate a rap
~<1 ms! electric pulse when the contact between the merc
surfaces was established. This signal was used to trigg
rapid (<12-ms rise-time! flashlight and, 10ms later, the ul-
trafast camera. The reduced illumination in the 1st frame
Fig. 4 indicates that the light pulse is still 2ms away from the
1 ms-wide light-output plateau.

Although comprehensive understanding of the pheno
enon requires observations during a timetT spanning the
whole oscillatory pattern, from first contact to comple
damping, important information can be obtained during
time t t taken by the initial perturbation to propagate from t
contact region to the far end of the drops, as shown in Fig
and during the first, neck-formation, instants~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 2. Ultrafast analog camera setup used to obtain a magn
view of the contact region~see arrow in Fig. 3!.

FIG. 3. Experimentally observed surface shape evolution of
1.0-g mercury drops. Time runs from left to right, and from top
bottom. The time lapsed between images isDt53.5 ms. The se-
quence stops near the maximum horizontal stretching.
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III. RESULTS

The sequence in Fig. 3, corresponding tom51 g drops,
shows the formation of a narrow cylindrical neck, preced
by large axial waves that propagate toward the undistur
far ends. When those perturbations approach the extre
the neck region bulges smoothly as the outer ends stretch
and, then, collapse~not shown!, initiating a damping-
oscillatory pattern. Using a Cartesian coordinate syst
with its origin in the center of mass of the system~see Fig. 5!
this behavior can be quantified by measuring the time e
lution of two characteristic dimensions: the transverseRy
and axialRx radii. Form51 g drops, this result is illustrated
in Figs. 6 and 7. Note how the initial contact (t50) shows
an immediate effect onRy , initiating a monotonic increase
while on Rx an oscillatory behavior is observed only aft
some delay (t i in Fig. 7!, which eventually produces a max
mum stretchingRxmax, at t t . The timet t is plotted in Fig. 8
as a function ofm, where we observe a monotonically in
creasing function.

Concerning earlier stages, form51 g drops, Fig. 4 shows
how the action evolves as a moving meniscus formed by
closing gap separating the mercury walls. Maximum illum

ed

o

FIG. 4. Magnified evolution of the contact region, using t
ultrafast-analog camera, withDt520 ms. The first image was taken
10 ms after electric contact between the drops was establis
Other conventions as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Definition of transverse and axial radii,Ry and Rx ,
respectively. The curve shown as example is the digitized profile
the upper-right quadrant of thet510.5 ms~third! frame in Fig. 3.
9-2
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COALESCENCE OF LIQUID DROPS BY SURFACE TENSION PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046309
nation in frame 3~30 ms after trigger! allows a reliableRy
determination of'200mm ~3% of the final diameter!, which
increases monotonically thereafter. The last four frames
show the appearance of a distinct rounded-up tip, as we
signs of the preceding capillary waves.

TheRy values extracted from Fig. 4 are plotted as a fun
tion of time in Fig. 9~full circles!. For comparison, we also
reproduce theRy values extracted from Fig. 3~open circles!.
Note the small initial neck-growth rate, which we associ
with the abrupt topological change occurring during the i
tial contact. Before interface rupture, the separated walls
perpendicular to the line joining the center of the drops~our
x axis!. Later stages show the walls joined by a near cyl
drical neck, parallel to thex axis. Due to surface tension, th
topological change tends to separate the walls, allowing
ficient light to reach the camera from smallerRy regions,
otherwise too close for that. Hence it is only when t
rounded up tip~third frame in Fig. 4! becomes apparent tha

FIG. 6. Time evolution ofRy , measured in the coalescence f
m51 g mercury drops using the fast camera. The continuous
represents the best fit to the data using atA law, yieldingA50.41.

FIG. 7. Time evolution ofRx , measured in the coalescence f
m51 g mercury drops using the fast camera, and definitions oft i ,
t t , andRxmax. The dashed line is used to guide the eye.
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we feel confident about theRy measurements of Fig. 9 to
represent the actual neck sizes. Using aRy}tA power law to
fit the fast data of Fig. 6~continuous line!, a neck-growth
rate value ofA50.41 is obtained. As shown in Fig. 9, th
growth rate joins smoothly with the ultrafast data~full
circles!, although the corresponding power-law fit~not
shown! yields a higher slope ofA50.55, which is close to
the recentA50.5 predictions of Eggerset al. @9# for the
early stages.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A numerical study was performed using the free-surfa
Navier-Stokes code developed at the Laboratoire de Mod´li-
sation en Me´canique, Paris. The Navier-Stokes equation

e
FIG. 8. Mass dependence oft t . The dashed line is used to guid

the eye.

FIG. 9. The measured~circles! overall time evolution ofRy for
m51 g mercury drops, including data taken with the ultrafast ca
era~full circles!, is compared with numerical simulation prediction
using two different grid sizes: 5123128 ~dashed line! and 1024
3256 ~continuous line!. The dot-dashed curve represents at1/2 de-
pendence~see text!.
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incompressible flow is solved in a domain with movin
boundaries, corresponding to the mercury phase chara
ized by a surface-tension coefficient of 0.435 kg s22, a dy-
namic viscosity of 1.631023 kg m21 s21 and the already-
quoted density of 13 600 kg m23. We use a marker-and-ce
method on a square grid, as discussed by Peyret and Ta
@10#. The boundary of the liquid domain is tracked by
chain of marker particles connected by third-order splines
discussed in Refs.@11,12# so that tangents, curvatures, a
their derivatives are continuous. This allows one to imp
ment the free-surface conditions. The normal stress and
gential stress conditions on the free surface are both enfo
in the method. The spline representation of the interface
lows for a precise determination of the geometrical quanti
such as curvature. The Navier-Stokes equation with a
symmetry is discretized on a staggered grid. Near the in
face, the finite volumes are constructed out of grid cells
by the interface. When velocities or velocity gradients a
needed near the interface, extrapolations using a least-sq
fit to the known velocities are used. The fit is constrained
the tangential stress condition. The pressure near the in
face is then given by the normal stress condition~which
amounts to Laplace’s law in the static case!. Tests of the
method on free-droplet oscillations show excellent agr
ment with a maximal relative error of 0.003.

In this work, the initialization of the simulation poses
peculiar problem. It is difficult to initialize a calculation wit
two spheres at tangency, because the singular curvature
ates infinitely large capillary forces. Instead we chose
smooth the solution as shown on Fig. 10. The distancesr and
d are 3 and 6 grid points, respectively. This makes the ini
condition dependent on the grid size so that, as the gri
refined, the solution approaches the idealized singular in
condition.

V. COMPARISON

The results for droplet fusion are presented on Fig.
showing an overall qualitative agreement with the expe
ment ~Fig. 3!, and very good quantitative agreement up
the fourth frame. The differences between the experim
and the simulation may be partly explained by the fact tha
the experiment the droplets are flattened by the combi
effect of wetting and gravity. This introduces an ener
damping, delaying the experimental motion relative to

FIG. 10. Initial neck conditions for the numerical calculation.
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simulation. Yet, within this limitation, we observe that bot
the experiment and the simulation show the presence of
illary waves, which, emitted from the initial singularity
travel around the droplets and eventually reach the drops
ends, creating a large localized pressure. Some experim
@13# and boundary-integral simulations@14# report the for-
mation of a tiny jet at this point. However, either the prese
experimental and simulated spatial resolution are not eno
to confirm the presence of such phenomenon, or the en
dissipation in our system is large enough to suppress it
fact a significant difference between the energy dissipa
near the fifth frame in the experiment, compared to the sim
lation, could also explain why beyond that point the simu
tion shows larger capillary waves than the experiment.

The simulation also allows to investigate the time evo
tion of the neck thicknessRy . The results are included a
continuous and dashed lines in Fig. 9, corresponding to
ferent spatial resolutions. As already mentioned, the exp
ment satisfies thet1/2 law @9# from very early times, while the
simulations take some time to converge. Yet, the conv
gence is faster for the better grid resolution (10243256)
calculation, although it does not quite fit the experiment
the expectedt1/2 law. It is clear that the initial shape and flow
in the neck region is very poorly resolved given the sm
number of grid points in this area. An effect of this po
resolution is slower initial growth of the neck radius. This

FIG. 12. Numerical estimate of the axial dimension time evo
tion.

FIG. 11. Surface shape evolution predicted by numerical sim
lation. Time conventions as in Fig. 3.
9-4
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turns makes apparent a relatively large transition region
tween the initial flat (t0) part and thet1/2 scaling. However
this transition region moves to shorter times as the mes
refined. Two effects combine to create this slower init
growth: numerical dissipation due to the coarse resolu
and smaller initial impulse from surface tension due to
necessary finite initial curvature. A finer mesh is therefo
needed in order to obtain a better agreement. Adaptive m
refinement would be interesting in this respect. Still, both
data and the simulation indicate that the initial neck-grow
rate is a complex function of time going from a small val
in the first instants to a rapid growth (A'0.5) at intermedi-
ate times and smoothly decreasing at the later stages.

Concerning the time evolution of the axial dimensionRx ,
the simulation~Fig. 12! shows dramatically the arrival of th
capillary waves. A similar, but less pronounced, effect
observed in the experiment~Fig. 7!. Otherwise, the overal
qualitative experimental features are well reproduced.
nally, as an insight into the motion dynamics of those ca
lary waves, in Fig. 13 we show the time evolution of t

FIG. 13. Simulated pressure isolines.
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simulated iso-pressure lines. Here we observe the prop
tion of the capillary waves along the surface and the form
tion of a large pressure point as the capillary waves reach
axis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The surface-shape evolution for the coalescence of
mercury drops, driven solely by surface tension, has b
studied. The use of ultrafast analog and fast-digital vid
cameras allowed us to observe this phenomenon on mi
second and millisecond time scales. The early formation
capillary waves originating in the contact region is reporte
Those waves have an important influence on the surfa
shape evolution of the coalesced drop. Numerical simu
tions were presented that provide a good qualitative and
some extent, quantitative agreement with the experim
The main differences are associated with experimental~sup-
ported liquid drops! and simulation~finite grid size! limita-
tions. The observed neck-size evolution follows closely
t1/2 law predicted by Eggers, Lister, and Stone@9# for the
early stages. This feature is better reproduced by the hig
spatial resolution simulation.
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